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Tintern Abbey.—A paragraph has lately 
; been going the round of the papers to the effect 
i: that permission to photograph in Tiatern Abbey 
' had been withdrawn. We learn, on the autho- 
; rity of the Chairman of H.M. Woods and Forests, 
that this is untrue, and that permission to 
photograph has not been withdrawn. 

ee Rood bead 

Wealthy People and their Debts.—lIn the 
Court of Bankruptcy a few weeks ago a portrait 
artist complained that his present position was 
brought about owing to inability to recover two 
claims each for £1,000 from the Shah of Persia 
and Li Hung Chaug for painting their portraits. 

~ & cod 

Slides for Strange Subjects.— A well- 
known writer once said ‘‘ Taking into considera- 

| tion the numerous subjects which have been 
discoursed upon under the heading of lectures, 
there has never been one which could not have 
been better elucidated had the lecturer provided 
himself with some lantern slides, the better to 
bring home certain points, for no matter the 
subject, illustrations, or at least word slides can 
be prepared suitable to the subject.” ‘' About 

j a fortnight ago,’ writes a ‘ Reader from 
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Brechin,” ‘‘Mr. Tocher gave an interesting 
lecture, illustrated with lantern slides, entitled 
‘The Frequency and Pigmentation Value of 
Surnames of School Children in East Aberdeen- 
shire.’ He said that in course of a pigmentation 
survey carried out in East Aberdeenshire in 
1896 and 1897 they obtained the statistics of 
the surnames and pigmentation of 14,561 school 
children there. Amongst the children there 
were 751 different surnames, the frequency of 
which varied between one and 267, Milne being 
the most frequent, the next in order being Smith, 
Taylor, Stephen and Bruce. The distribution 
of surnames was very unequal. Hereditary 
surnames were not in common use in Scotland 
until the 18th and 14th centuries. There was 
a presumption, therefore, that the present 
possessors of surnames inherited some of the 
physical characteristics of ancestors of that 
date.” 

> Saad bead 

W. H. Assender & Co., Ltd., in Liquida- | 
tion.—We are informed by the liquidator that | 
the business of W.H. Assender & Co., Ltd., 

been sold, and that it will in future be carried 
on by Messrs. A. Green « Co., Woodside, South 
Norwood, S.E. Mr. HE. H. Febnell, the 
assistant manager to the late company, goes 
with the business. . 

~ m c 

Southsea Photographic Society.—The 
fourteenth annual exhibition of this society 
will be held at Portsmouth on December 3rd, 
4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th. Full details may be 
learned on application to the Hon. Sec., Mr. 
F. J. Mortimer, 10, Ordnance Row, Portsea, 
Plymouth. We understand that there are to 
be eight open classes, and that gold, silver and 
bronze medals will be awarded. 

ad & 

Litigation.—We are advised that the litiga- 
tion which has been carried on during the past 
two years between the Thornton- Pickard Manu- 
facturing Co., Limited, and Mr. J. E. Thornton 
is now at an end, as Mr. Tnornton has 
definitely withdrawn his proposed appeal to 
the House of Lords. 

te 

San Francisco Photo Salon.—The Cali- 
fornia Camera Club announces that in conjunc- 
tion with the San Francisco Art Association, 
the second San Francisco Photographic Salon 
will be held in the galleries of the Mark Hopkins 
Institute of Art in the City of San Francisco, 
beginning January 9th, 1902, and continuing 
two weeks. 

Rod 

~ ae 

Photographic Competition.—We have - 
_ been asked to announce that Messrs. Griffin & 

' Tylar of Birmingham. 

Sons, of Sardinia, have extended the time for 
receiving photographs for their planiscopic 
supplementary lens competition until the end 
of December of this year. 

ee bead cad 

Lanternists’ Pocket Book —As usual about 
this time of year Messrs, Butcher & Sons have 
issued their lanternists’ pocket book. It con- 
taius several interesting items of information, 
together with a diary for engagements, and will 
be sent post free for sixpence by Messrs. 
Butcher. 

me bod cd 

Holiday Souvenir Book.—A neat form of 
scrap book or album has been issued by Mr. W. 

It consists of a folio of 
_ several pages on which photographic prints of 

: Mr. 

. * Geology,” 

; tion of the Winter 

| address, 

various sizes can be pasted, leaving an embossed 
; border or frame for each picture. 

me m ~ 

Acetylene at Genoa.—Acetylene gas has 
lately been experimented with at a lighthouse 

of Forest Hill, lime cylinder manufacturers, has | at Genoa, and the light was seen at a distance 
of forty miles. 

an + - 
Davenport Camera Club.—The inaugura- 

session took place on 
Tuesday, October 15th. The president, Mr. 
H. J. Hissett, gave a practical and interesting 

after which the following members 
exhibited lantern slides :—Messrs. C. Croydon, 

i J. A. Boolds, R. Maw, A. J. Catford, W. H. 

Mayne, and 8. F. Heal. The lantern was ably 
manipulated by Mr. W. G. Parkman. On the 
Sth inst., Mr. J. T. Trend will give a paper on 
“Lantern Slide Making.” This society meets 
at the Lecture Hall of the Technical Schools at 
7.30 p.m. Full particulars may be obtained 
from Mr. F. B. Langdon, 19, Trafalgar Road, 
Stoke, Se 

banal > 

Removal. _The well-known firm of Morley & 
Cooper, which was carried on for many years 
at 70, Upper Street, Islington, N., has removed 
to more commodious premises at 271, in the 

saine street. in firm Nae established in 18438. 
Ad 

Mr. J. Brandon Mediand. ——We must con- 
gratulate Mr. J. Brandon Medland on his being 
again appointed lantern demonstrator at the 
Royal. Tustitution for the Christmas lectures on 
“ Klectricity,” by Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S. 

Medland is also illustrating for Messrs. 
Sands, Hunter & Co., the Swiney Lectures on 

held at the lecture theatre of the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington, 
in connection with the British Museum. 
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GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS. 
PROFHSSIONAL Jauteruist aud clnematograpuist 

of great experience is open to engagements, with 
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on 
very moderate terms. Reference, Editor of this Journal. 
—Address, Optics, 18, York-street, Walworth, London. 

USSLAN iron lanterv, 4-1nch condenser, 3-wick 
lamp, 2 dozen slides, 35s.; optical Jantern, 

mahogany body, 4-ioch condenser, 4-wick lamp, etc., 
2 dozen slides, 38s. 6d.—T. Joseph, 4, Cre:cent-street, 
Barnsbury, N. 

RENCH'S civematograph with Lccke’s jet, in 
case complete, £5 5s.; bargain.—Moody, Bell & 

Son, Cheltsnbam. 

PERATOR and Knotersainer of 14 years’ experience 
is open to Engagements with Lecturer, in the 

suburbs preferred.— Address, Operator, 279, Gipsy Lane, 
Forest Gate, E. 
yi OR sale, @ compl: te set of bound volumes of TH 

Macic. LanreRN JOURNAL, volumes 1 to 10.— 
Apply at the Office of the Journal, 9a, Carthusian-street, 
E.C. 

ANTED, lantern objective, about 94 inch focus, 
large diameter.— Poulton, 71, Hunter's-road, 

Birmingham. 

LIDEs.—Australia, New Zealand, ''asmania, Ceylon, 
South Africa, Cashmir, Duke’s Royal Tour, etc. ; 

very fine.— Address, Alpha, Office of this Journal. 

Messrs. NEWTON & CO. 

’ dissolver, £10 10s ; 

LEARANCE, 600 superior photographic slides by 
York, etc., in lecture seta with readings, 6d. each ; 

list free—H. W. Collins, Mdenbridge, Kent. 

AUL’'S animatograpb, complete with lantern, jet, 
tripod, and six films; cost £20, will accept first £6 

cash.—Walton, The Photographic Chemist, Hull. 

AMPrHHNGOS lantern lamp by Hugbcs, in capital 
order, 15s.; landscape lens by Vogel, Philade/phia, 

10s.—Fildes, Greenodd, Ulverstone. 

1-UNIaL lantern, only usea a few times, mahugswy 
body, stout brass fronts, single telescope tubes, 

double racked fronts, 2 inches diameter, Aero lenses, 
7 inch and 12 inch fccus, 2 best jets, complete with 

also firet-class single, shop soiled 
-178, St. Jobu only, complete with jet, £5 53.--J. O., 

Street-road. 

EST and cheapest high-class photographic slides, in 
sets of twelve; plain 4s., coloured 6s.—J. W. 

McLellan, 4, Highbury-grove, London 

AN'ERN slides, several hundred in sets for disposal, 
cheap ; finest quality; printed list sent free.— 

Boutwood, Kenmore, Hastings. 

SECOND-HAND SLIDES. 

44d. each (painted), including Life Models, Temperance, 
Religious, Flower Studies, Comic, Mottoes, Effects, 
Hymns, etc. Send to us for your slide making and 

painting. Lists free. 
T. T. WING, CHATTERIS, CAMBS. 

Have the honour of announcing 
that they have been appointed 
by Royal Warrant, Opticians, &c., 

to His Majesty the King, 

NEW LANTERN & SLIDES. 
SEASON, 

ELECTRIC LANTERN. 
= 

iu a b 
NEW PATTERN CHEAP ELECTRIC LANTERN: 

fitted with Hand-feed Arc Lamp in Case, £10 10s. 

ACETYLENE APPARATUS. 
A very. Simple and Efficient Generator, £2 2s, 

1901-2. 

NEW SLIDES. 

Scripture Hofman, Plockhurst, &c. 
Portrait of the King, Queen, Royal Portraits, 

Art Studies, ‘‘ Sign of the Cross,” by Downey. 
© THlustrated Bible.” 
The Christian Life. 
The Beatitudes. 
Reformation Pictures. 
Notable Persons of the Reformation Period. 
Tinworth and other Scripture Panels 
Scenes in Ancient Rome. 
Tropical Diseases—Malarial. 
X Ray Photographs. 
British Reptiles. 
British Natural IJlistory. 
Butterflies and Moths. 
Persia. 
Central Asia. 
Transvaal and the War. 
London Views—Street Life, &c. 
Historical Portraits. 
Shakespeare's Country. 
Dickens's Life and Scenes. 
Home of George Washiogton. 
King Alfred the Great. 

Supplementary List of Lanterns, Apparatus and Slides, Post Free, 

By Royal oe NEWTON & 60,,.!2% °°, . 3, FLEET STREET, LONDON, 
Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 
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GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.— Continued 

RAND effect sets in the finest miniature work, 
unique and unequalled ; an absolute necessity for 

exhibitions of the highest order; new subjects; new 
mechanical frames; new movements; the result of a 
quarter of a century’s practical public experience; send 
for lists Edmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

DS OF YORK'S tour, the subject for the present 
season; an unusual opportunity for the intro- 

duction of grand spectacular effects ; no public exhibitor 
using these effects need fear a lack of interest in his 
audience; send for lists.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

Uists OF YORK ac Gioraltar.—Tne 10ck at sunset, 
decoration of the ships, illuminations of the ships, 

rock, and town; a fairylike. scene; entirely new and 
original effects of display of fireworks, the finest ever 
designed ; showers of rockets actually in motion; gigantic 
revolving firewheels; chromatic effects and changes in 
newly invented mechanical frames; send for lists.— 
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

UKE OF YORK at Malta.—Grand night fése and 
aquatic carnival; fireworks, illuminations and 

Procession of luminous, humorous animals; changing 
fiery devices on the ships; a really magnificent effect ; 
send for lists.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

Pees slides prepared by any process— 
gelatine, collodion, enamelled albumen, etc.; 

colouring in every style artistically executed (by artists 
formerly engaged at the late Royal Polytechnic Institu- 
tion) in water colour, oil or varnish colour, or by the 
beautiful American process; hand paintings prepared 
from sketches, prints, photugraphs, written or verbal 
descriptions. Kdmund H. Wilkie desires it to be 
definitely understood that he is the only member of the 
Polytechnic stsff of exhibitors now engaged in supplying 
these beautiful works; quotations and suggestioas for 
work of any description or class.—Edmund H. Wilkie, 
as below. 

V ILKIE'S ‘Solar"’ mixed gas jets; the finest 
results ; the most satisfactory in use; ideal lan- 

tern je's; not made simply to sell, but the result of 
years of patient experiment for use in Mr. Wilkie’s own 
jectures; send for circular.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as 
below. 

OLAR flint limes—no details are needed, their repu- 
S tation is established; accurately turned acd - 
drilled, exhibit the exact amount of resistance required ; 
ordinary size, 2s. 9d. per dozen, post free ; cinematograph 
size—a grand line—Qs. 3d. per tin, containing six, post 
free.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

pe OF YORK at Singapore.—Beautifully painted 
portrait group in foreground; march past of the 

native procession, the night féte; the grandest proces- 
sional effect in existence; send for lists.—Edmund H. 
Wilkie, as below. 

A eae ees of the Duke of York at Kandy, Ceylon. 
—A wonderful scene ; new and original effec.s of 

illuminated portraits and devices framed in moving fire- 
works ; a telling and powerful effect; send for liste.— 
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

HE “ Ophir” in a storm.—A wonderfully effective 
moving picture; waves and vessel in motion by 

eccentric mechanism ; vivid lightning illuminates the 
scene ; send for lists.—&dmund H. Wilkie, as below. 

Ne in single lantern effects. —New aubjects 
in finest hand painting, with ingenious mechauical 

motions, a great boon to exhibitors using single lanterns; 
beautiful work; send for lists—Edmund H. Wilkie, as 
below. 

| abroraas glory.—A striking mechanical radiating 
effect for openiog or closing a patriotic subject, 

in finest hand painting; send for lists.—Edmund H. 
Wilkie, as below. 

SPECIAL. 
Optical Lanterns, with 4 inch Compound Condensers and 

Three-wick Lamps, 22:-; with Four-Wick Lamps, 24/-. Hand- 
painted Slides from 4a.; Splendidly coloured 34 by 33 Slides 
in sets of 12, price 2'6 per set; or four sets for 9/6. Full-sized 
Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 7d. 
each or 6/6 per doz. Lever Action Slides from 1/6 each, 
Rackwork Slides (including chromatropes), ‘2/6 each. Best 
quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes, 
4/3; extra Discs from 6d. per pair. “ Lightning" double-carrier 
Frames, from 1/- each. Slides for small Lanterns from 5d. per 
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free, 

ROBERT H. CLARK, 
Wibolesale Optician, 

ROYSTON, FLEE. RS 

Se. slides by Carpenter & Westley and 
other first-class makers; a variety in different 

qualities; some accumulations to clear cheaply; send 
for special lists; useful lots Edmund H. Wilkie, as 
below. 

A clare (cinematographic).—A small selection of good 
and attractive subjects, in splendid condition, at 

about one-fourth cost; send for special lists—Edmund 
H. Wilkie, as below. 

iNew UTY in photographic effect slides; photos taken 
Ht from identically the same point of view in summer 
aad winter; ideal dissolving effects, beautifully coloured, 
in the finest work ; send for lists Edmund H. Wilkie, 
as below. 

I caters from testimonial regarding triple lanterns 
built during the past summer for a well-known 

popular and successful lecturer :—‘‘I now feel that I 
have an absolutely perfect lantern in every particular, 
and I am satisfied that I did the right thing in committing 
the construction of so important an apparatus into the 
hands of so well-known and experienced an optical expert 
as yourself.” Above can be seen. Edmund H. Wilkie, 
114, Maygrove-road, West Hampstead, London. 

THROUGH PASSAGE ! 
GAUGE, 3 INcH. 

lh METALLIC . Fitted with Safety | 
Check eee BELLOWS . 
Patent), Loose | 
Spring Back, and REGULATOR 

any Union. (Brier tent) 33/- | Pe 
With Regulator, | [- 

5 ee i 

“BP? UNIVERSAL 

COMBINATION KEY. 

Blacked, 7/6 

Plated, 8/6 

Sole Axents for Scotland and (reland 
4 for * Trilby ” Diamond Hard Limes. 

The Scotch & Irish Oxygen Co., Ld., Rosehill Works, Polmadie, Glasgow. 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 
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Some Improvements in Optical 
Projection. 

TNO) URING the past few years, Mr. 
‘j J. H. Edgar Baugh has made 

numerous experiments in order to 
improve the optical lantern, and 
upon this subject some time ago 
gave a lecture, and also exhibited 

his new form of lantern before the 
Royal Photographic Society. Mr. 

Baugh’s aim had been not so much to obtain 
the maximum’ portability, but rather the 
greatest efficiency. 

The lantern which he exhibited consisted of a 
baseboard, to which was secured the body 
proper; whilst on suitable runners the two 
uprights for holding the slide and objective 
could be adjusted at any distance from the 
body, and readily clamped in the desired 
position. 

In every optical instrument (Mr. Baugh said) 
rigidity is most essential. ‘bere must be 
no topheaviness or strain anywhere. I strongly 
fecl that the average commercial lantern with 
the brass tubes holding the projection lens sup- 
ported from the body of the lens is very much 
wanting in rigidity. In the lantern I have 
brought to show you the baseboard is 3 feet 
Jong, which length is sufficient to hold the 
longest focus projection lens which I have ever 
wanted to use. This baseboard is made of a 
piece of mahogany strengthened at each end, 
and is very rigid. 

The body of the lantern must be rnade of metal, 
because it has to support a considerable amount 
of heat, especially when the 

arc light is used. 

The mahogany external body seems to me to be 
of very little use. It was said to prevent one’s 
fingers from getting burnt, but I have not yet 
experienced an accident of this sort. A thin 
Russian iron body cools after use fairly quickly. 
A large door on either side enables one to get 
at any part of the jet or lamp. When 
examining the jet in a dark room it is very 
couvenient to have two doors, as then more 
light is let in and the lantern is more easy to 
work from either side. 

The usual method of mounting the condenser 
is to place it entirely inside the lantern, so that 
it can only be removed for cleaning by removing 
the jet, etc. It seems to me very much better 
to mount it half inside and half outside the 
lantern, so that it can be removed from the 
front of the lantern instead of from the inside. 

For ventilation and for cooling the glasses a 
sufficient number of holes must be bored 
through the mount of the condenser and 
through the tube which supports the same. 

I will next draw attention to the carrier. It 
is generally admitted, I think, that it is tiring 
to the eyes if between one slide being shown 
and the next there is a dark interval, or if the 
slide during the process of changing goes out of 
focus. For ease in working, simplicity and 
pleasantness of effect, the ordinary push-through 
carrier is most efficient. It has, however, one 
great drawback, and that is, tle slide is usually 
liable to wobble. Several years ago I tried to 
get springs fitted to obviate this difficulty, but 
never was able to get them to work. I have to 
thank Mr. EH. T. Martin, of the Northampton 
Institute, for designing the form of spring fitted 
to the instrument. The slide is firmly held 
while in front of the condenser, and when 
pushed on one side for removal is loosed and 
raised so that it can be easily caught hold of. 

The usual method of holding the carrier is to 
box it in between the condenser and the tube 
holding the projection lens. It is then held 
with springs and has to be readjusted as to 
centering, etc., every time the lantern is used. 
Owing to the boxing in, the slide 

gets very hot, 

which is not at all desirable. The form I tave 
to show you is entirely different. The carrier 
rotates and is centered once for all, and can 
never get out of centre. The picture can be 
levelled in a moment by simply turning a screw. 
The slide does not get unduly heated, because 
there is an ample current of air both sides. 
The carrier support is fitted with rack and 
pinion. This serves to place the slide at 
exactly the right distance from the condenser. 
It is, moreover, very useful when using long 
focus projection lenses, as it is much nearer the 
operator and can be used for focusing to the 
extent of the difference between the different 
thicknesses of slides used. The lens support 
slides along the baseboard and can be clamped 
tightly. Itis fitted with lens boards, so that 
different lenses can be used. 
'I will now draw attention to the optical 
portion. I do not think we have reached the 
limit of perfection in condensers yet. I use a 
Voigtlinder one which has been corrected to 
give a remarkably perfect parallel beam. It is 
made of specially annealed glass and improves 
the definition on the screen. Regarding pro- 
jection lenses, I have made a number of experi- 
ments with lenses of nearly every type. I find 
that when considering projection lenses of 
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8 inch focus one working at //3:16 gives more | 
light on the screen. A portrait lens with the 
aperture //4 of the Voigtlinder symmetrical 
type gave the most pleasing results with very - 
satisfactory definition. A collinear lens with the 
aperture 7/54 gave extremely sharp defivition, 
but strange to say the definition is made almost 
painfully sharp, and therefore there is an | 
absence of brilliancy on the screen, even though 
the light passed could be considered sufiicient. 
If we next compare 20-inch focus lenses of the 
different types the case is very much altered. 
The rapid portrait type will give no more 
illumination on the screen than the Euryscope 
type working at //6-3; in fact, a favourite lens 
for projecting at a long distance is a 20-inch | 

This always gave — focus, one working at //S. 
me ample illumination and very satisfactory 
definition. 

T have found uo disadvantage in the absence | 
of bellows between the carrier support and the | 
projection lens. Inasmall room it is easy to 
fix a cloth to exclude stray light. 

I have tried a number of limelight jets. For 
use in ordinary rooms with screens up to 10 feet 
diameter, the jet I have found most efficient is 
Wrench’s Injector. It gives a good light with- 
out the necessity of using two cylinders. As 
the electric arc light has more 

white or blue 

than limelight, slides made for use with the 
latter lose some of their effect when shown with 
the are light. To remedy this I would suggest 
placing a light yellow screen between the con- 
denser and the slide when the latter light is 
being used. 

In conclusion, a number of slides were pro- | 
jected upon the screen in order to show the © 

Several | 
members asked questions relative to the instru- | 
results obtained by various lenses. 

ment before them, and to these Mr. Baugh 
replied to the following effect:—The diameter 
of the condenser should be at least 41 inches, 
as it should be more than enough to cover the 
slide, so as to permit of slight focusing by 
adjusting the upright carrying the slide. To 
obtain the very best results, it was necessary to 
adjust the light after changing from one lens to | 
another; but in this instance he had not done | 
so, aS his intention had been to show their 
power of illumination at different apertures, 
rather than their power of definition. ‘Io carry 
out a satisfactory test for definition, it was 
necessary to have everything absolutely cen- | 
tered ; the light must be carefully centered, 

right distance from the condenser. | the fixed glass. 

TuEovore — 
BRown =¢ 

fie r; i 

Sd EE A BARROW 
; ON THE TIGHT ROP¢ . PAR ide Sac ai 

rope furnishes a splendid subject 
for a mechanical silhouette slide, 
whilst the effect produced upon 
the screen is not surpassed by 
any of the slides described’in this 

series. In the first place, I employ the 
ordinary framework, which is so well 

known by all lanternists that a description 
of it would be superfluous. Let it suffice to 

_ say that it is fitted with one fixed glass, and 
| has a groove in which slides a longer glass. 

In Fig. IV. a indicates the position of the 
wooden framework, whilst in the sectional 
view, Fig. III., a is the fixed glass and F the 
movable one. 

As the manner of fittiog up the fixed glass is 
by far the more important, I will deal with it 
first. Speaking generally, it holds the man and 
the wheelbarrow. 

To particularise, the head and body of the 
| representative of the man is cut out of thin fret- 

lenses accurately focused, with the slide at the ° wood and glued to the front (or interior) side of 
This portion is shown black in 
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the diagram, Fig. II.. The legs, which are 
Separate from the body, cover up the lower end 
of the body, which is shown continued by the 
dotted curved line. The body of the wheel- 
barrow and the handle (only one is seen as it is 
a side view) are painted on the glass in dead | 

also painted, | black. The performer's arm is 
holding the handle. A small strip of metal c, 

Vig. II., is pivoted at one end to the body in the 
position shown. The other end, i.c., the end 
farthest away from the breast, is pivoted to two 

-with a hole. 

formed by the screw H (ig. III.), which is 
fastened to the middle of the block 1. 

A little above the centre of the wheel a small 
pivot B (Figs. II. and III.)-is fixed, to which 
is attached the long strip of metal c (Figs. II. 
and III.). The other end of this red c is 
pivoted to the leg p (Fig. II.) at a point a little 
below the place where this leg is pivoted to the 

| link 1. 
The manner in which the fixed glass is fitted 

up has now been fully described, and we 
will therefore pass on to the sliding glass F 
(Vig. IIT.). 

At the extreme ends of this glass are glued 
on the front surface two wooden blocks a A 
(Fig. IV.). These blocks are pierced sideways 

Through each of these holes a 
| piece of string © is drawn, and the ends 
secured by knots. The string will thus be left 
taut. The position of these blocks and the 

, String stretched between them is such that 
_ when both the fixed and movable glasses are 
' inserted in the framework, the string will press 

other strips, or links, H and 1, which are in turn | 
pivoted respectively to the legs m and p. 

particularly noticed. They are both pivoted to ° 
the body at one point, F. 

The next point to be dealt with is the com- 
pletion of the wheelbarrow, i.¢., the fitting on of 
the wheel. : 

A small round block is glued to the glass at 
the end of the front fork. This block is exactly 
the same size as the axle of the wheel itself, 
which is cut out of white wood. The wheel A, 
a side view of whichis shown in Fig. I1., is 
grooved, as a glance at the sectional view, Fig, 
ITT., will show. 

; starts and ends his performance. 

against the groove cut in the rim of the wheel, 
and the performer's toes will come alternately 
on a level with it. It should have been remarked 
before that the wheel is fixed a little lower than 
the man’s legs, and so presses the string down a 

The peculiar shapes of the legs must be | ae 
On the sliding glass are now painted the 

trestles D’ p (Fig. IV.) from which the man 
Figures are 

also painted to represent the occupants of the 
seats in the circus, and the inevitable clown H, 
foreshortened by reason of his distance away 
from the performer on the high tight-rope, must 

not be forgotten. It must be noticed that the 
people in the middle of the glass are smaller 
than those at the two ends because they are 
supposed to be farther away from the rope. 

A circular mask is attached to the fixed glass, 
leaving a margin round the performer as shown 
in Fig. I. Both glasses are now complete, and 
when they are fitted into the framework each in: 
its proper place, the slide is ready for exhibition. 

In Fig. LV. the sliding glass is. shown in.the 
position it would occupy after. the man had 
gone through his performance on the: tight-rope. 

The spindle of the wheel is ; We will imagine: that it is placed so that he 
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will be seen just ready to begin his aerial 
journey. 

Then the part of the slide indicated by the 
dotted line a (Fig. IV.) will be seen; the man 
will be at the beginning of the rope. ‘The 
sliding glass is then pushed slowly through the 
framework. What is the result? The string 
pressing against the wheel of the barrow will 
cause it to revolve. The pivot fixed to the 
wheel will revolve with it, and thus pull the 
connecting rod c backwards and forwards.. The 
effect of this movement on the man is obvious. 
His legs will be caused to cross each other as in 
the action of walking. 

All these movements—the people moving away 
from the performer, the string passing under the 
wheel of the barrow, and the action of walking 
imparted to the man—seen on the screen by the 
audience will lead them to the belief that the 
man is actually walking across the tight-rope, 
whecling his barrow before him, and leaving the 
applauding spectators and the merry clown 
behind him on his journey. 

A reference to the apparent flight of objects 
viewed from a train in motion will render this 
point quite clear and decisive. 

When he has reached the end of his perilous 
journey the man is caused (by the operator 
simply pulling the sliding glass back through | 
the grove) to recross the rope, this time back- | 
wards. 

These evolutions, as seen on the screen, are 
very effective, and by pushing the glass through 
the framework rapidly the operator can make 
the man run across the rope with his barrow, 
thus considerably heightening the effect. 

sabe >< 

Some Principles of Cinemato- 
graphic Machines. 

By E. D. 

ROMs 
Se THOUGHT it would interest the 
Ox Ni readers of this journal to give a 
1c description of the various devices 
Voy that have been used from time to 

‘wy =) = time for the intermittent feed of 
the film in cinematographs—forming 
probably the essential details of the 
cinematograph—and also some other 

mechanical details for effecting intermittent 
movement ; the intermittent movement having 
in almost every case to be obtained from a 
constantly rotating shaft. Fig. I. shows a 
form -of the well-known Geneva motion, in 
which the operation is as follows:—c is the 

| a partial movement to the wheel pb. 

driving-wheel receiving its motion from a con- 
tinuously rotating shaft a, and B the shaft 
having imparted to it an intermittent move- 
ment. c and D are respectively the driving 
and driven-wheels, the shape of c being such 
that portions of its periphery are curved so 
as to correspond with the curvature of the 
ends of the teeth & upon the wheel pv. The 
wheel c has projections F projecting beyond 
its periphery and arranged so that during its 
rotations it engages in the notch G and gives 

Motion 
thus is only given to the wheel p when the 
projection F strikes the sides of the tooth x, 

no rotation being imparted to the shaft B as 
long as only the curved periphery of the wheel 
C is in co-operation with the curved edges of 
the teeth &. Thus, as it is shown in Fig. I. 

, 
' not only is an effective intermittent movement 
obtained, but the wheel p is locked, while the 
shaft B is stationary. 

Fig. II. shows a method by Panhard, of 
Paris, and in this instance the film uz, having 
the usual perforations, passes down a guide. 
A reciprocating slide r has a pawl G mounted 
upon it, opened by link u, rocking lever p, 
connecting rod c, crank pin B, mounted upon 
the constantly rotating shaft, a. By these 
means, as the shaft a is rotated the slide a is 
caused to reciprocate, and as the slide moves 
upwards the pawl c is allowed to run free; 
but as soon as the slide begins to return the 
pawl engages with the perforations on the film 
and draws a given length of film, the movement 
of the slide being adjusted either by the eccen- 
tricity of the pin B or the point at which the 
connecting rod c is joined to the rocking arm pb. 

Tig. III. shows another metbod of operating 
the film, and although the method of taking 
hold of the film is similar to the last case, 
yet the results are brought about in a different 
manner. A triangular-shaped tappet a recip- 
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“Primus” New Goods. 

my NEW TOY Primus” Lanternist’s 
POCKET. . . 

LANTERN BOOK... . 
1901-1902 Edition. — This 

° “99 Edition has been greatly im- 

“britannia” Set, 
BEST ENGLISH MAKE. 

proved at considerable expense. 

An entirely new Lantern having 

itis handsomely bound in art 

a handsome japanned metal body 
CONTENTS. 

DIRECTIONS FOR CLEANING 
LANTERN ONJECTIVES, 

REFEt ENCE TABLES. 

MEMORANDUM PaGEs. 

Directory or Deacers in Lax- 
TERNS AND APPARATUS, 

green, and is supplied complete 

with side door, Russian iron 

with pencil. 

chimney, paraffin lamp, nickel- 
I, plated front tubes and good 
i lenses. The whole is contained 
; in a neat japanned mietal cabinet, 
with grooves for holding 12 

slides, 
PRICES. Laxtern AND LANTERN SLIDE 

No. 209. With 6 Photographic REQuISITES. 
Slides, 63 x14 9). | 

No. 201. With 6 Photographic 
Slides, 8x2... . 12h! 

NEW LITHOGRAPHIC SLIDES 
Junior Lecturer’s Series, 3}x3}. Each set contains 8 Slides. 

Price 6d. post free. 

A Lecture illustrated by 40 coloured slides. Illustrated by 8 coloured slides, A Lecturette, illustrated by 16 coloured slides. 
5 chapters. Price 2/6 per set, with reading. Price 2,6 per set, with reading. 2 chapters. Price 2/6 per set, with reading. 

A Lecture illustrated{by 16 cotoured slides. Tilustrated by 8 coloured slides. Nlustrated by $ coloured slides. 
2chapters. Price 2/6 per set, with reading. Price 2-6 per set, with reading. Price 2/6 per set, with reading. 

W. BUTCHER & SONS, Blackheath, London, 
NEW COMPLETE MAGIC LANTERN CATALOGUE, FREE ON APPLICATION. s.E. 
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HUGHES’ COMBINED CINBMATOGRAPH & LANTERN. Mi AG IC LANTERN S 
: THE ROTAGRAPH. CINEMATOGRAPHS. : 

HUGHES’ MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS, 
NEARLY 4,000 SOLD. 

The finest oil-lighted Lantern extant. Gives brilliant 10 to 
14 feet pictures. No smell. No smoke. No broken glasses. 
4 inch finest Condensers and large front Lenses, elegant brass 

Living Picture and Lantern 
Picture superimpose in size 

and position. 

The only combination doing sliding fronts. Reduced to £4 4s. Particulars free. The 
this accurately and without Universal four-wick Lantern, 18s.6d. Marvellous Value. Haand- 

loss of light. £18 18s. some brass-fronted Bi-unial Lanterns, £6 10s. Blow-through 
Jcts, 8s. 6d. Mixed Gas ditto, 12s. The Docwra. the Grand, 
and the Miniature Malden Triples. Superb instruincnts, as 
supplicd to Madanie Patti, Professor Malden, Royal Polytechnic, 
etc. Before purchasing gct Hughes’ Grandly Mlustrated Cata- 
logue, 180 original engravings, price 6d., postage 4d. Giving 

ESTABLISHED valuable information. Bijon ditto, 5d. free. List of 60,000 
Slides, 6d., postage 3d. Cheapest and best Lantern Outfits in 

Reduced to £16 16s, 

OVER the world. 

Hughes’ Great Motor Pictoroscope for showing 
30 YEARS. animated pictures. No shutter. therefore no flickering. 12 to 

20 feet picturcs. Perfection. Eclipses all others. No eyes 
Ss ache, no headache. Simple, and results niagnificent. Superb 

mechanism. 

WBughes' Living Picture Photo-Rotoscope. A littlc 
W ¢ Hughes gem. Flickering nil. Can be attached to any lantern, will give 

uma with oil, 4 feet pictures; limelight 10 to 14 feet pictures. Price, 
No.1 with lantern complete, £11 lls.; without, £7 7s. No. 2, 

SPECIALIST. £13 13s. and £9 9s., equal to machines costing £20 to £30 each. 
Hughes' Photo-Rotoscope Peep Show. Thic greatest 

money-taker of the 19th century; animated pictures in the open 
air. Wintcr or Summer. Fourteen people can see at one time. 
Not a toy, but high-class ; price, complete with machine, 

; : fon in eithe £12 12s. Ilustrated Catalogues of Cincimatographs of above, 8d. Kas” Note the Address if you want Perfection in either oan alte, és 

Cinematographs, Lanterns, or Effects— | Hughes’ Moto Photoscope Reversing Cinematograph. 

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, LONDON, N. 
BRIN’S OXYGEN. 

For Limelight, Medical, Metallurgical, and other purposes, 

OXYGEN of Guaranteed Purity supplied in Cylinders of the Best BRITISH 

Munufacture, and complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations 

The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the Bry 
Compani&s (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark, 
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has 
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Bary Company which has filled it. Cus- 
tomers who wish to procure Brin's Oxy¥GEn are requested to see that the Cylinders supplied 
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled. 

The Works of the Brin Companisgs are open during business hours to the inspection of 
their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch 
their own Cylinders being tested and filled. Registered 

Trade Mark, 

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company’s accredited Agents, or will be 
sent Post free on application. 

‘BRIN'S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 84, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, $,¥ 
Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, §.W. 

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborongh Street, MANCHESTER. 

BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM. 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 

Addresses— 
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rocates a rod c which is conveniently guided. 
This rod c has projecting from it an arm 
carrying pins Fr ¥, which engage in the per- 
foration in the film. In order that the film is 
only moved on the upward stroke, the cam 
surface E on the disc p puts the pins Fr F out 
of gear on the downward stroke. The pins F F 
are thus given a vertical reciprocating and 
also horizontal receding motion. 

Fig. IV. shows a method of feeding short 
lengths of the film, and this is brought about 
by a rocking feeding lever A, which has a 
roller at its upper end ; the roller serving to 
force the filin D between two rollers cc, and 
thus forms a loop; the loop focming the ai:nount 
of film required for each picture. The rocking 
lever A reccives its motion from an eccentric k. 
A pawl p is arranged to prevent the film from 
slipping in one direction. 

Wet Collodion Lantern Slide 
Making.—No. I. 

By ALFRED H. SAUNDERS. 

© many excellent dry plates for slide 
making are on the market, which 
give many different tones according 
to developers used, that some may 
ask, why go back to the ‘‘ black art” 
of the wet collodion days? 

SC 
m3thod? and, What will it cost? To 

the first query I reply—let those -who are 
‘satished with the results they get from dry 
‘plates, keep to them. But large numbers are 
very dissatished, and waste so many plates in 
getting, after all, but poor results, while no 
professional slide maker with a reputation to 
keep would risk it by making slides with dry 
plates, when the wet process is in every respect 
superior. The second query opens a larger field 
for reply. How many camera disciples (and 

What H 

advantage shall I gain by adopting this | 

their name is legion) throw away negatives that 
on development turn out underexposed, flat, 
and Jacking sparkle, but of scenes and incidents 
it is impossible to repeat? Slides are wanted, 
but cannot be made by dry plates worth 
exhibiting; but with collodion, passable slides 
can be produced which call forth expressions of 
woncer at the results from such poor material, 
while from good negatives the best slides ‘on 
this earth”’ may be made, full of beauty, vigour, 
half-tone and detail, with clear glass for the 
sky and whites (except, of course, where clouds 
are in the negatives), and to the slide colourist 
they are a sine qua non. Are not these advan- 
tages sufficient? As regards the last query, 
that largely depends on the pocket of the pupil. 
It is the first outlay that causes trouble. Ihave 
fixed up pupils from £2 10s. to £15 (according 
to apparatus each thought necessary), and for 
this outlay material was procured that will last 
for years to come. The requirements to com- 
mence are:—A }-plate square bellows studio 
camera of the old school, such as may be 
purchased for a few shillings at some antique 
lumber dealers, a few (three each to start) of 
40, 30, 20, and 10 oz. stoppered bottles, half 
dozen 4 02, wide mouth stoppered bottles, two 
t-plate glass dipping baths, with dippers, a 
cometless collodion pouring bottle (8 oz. is a 
useful size), an argentometer with test tube for 
silver bath, and the following chemicals :— 

Acetio Acid gernotal) 4 lb. 
Acid, Citric ‘ 1 oz. 
Acid, Nitric 4 Ib. 
Alcohol 20 ozs, 
Barium, Nitrate of. 1 oz. 
Copper, Sulphate .. $ lb. 
Tron, Protosulphate 3 1b. 
Potassium, Cyanide (sticks) 2 1b. 
Potassium, Iodide 1 cz. 
Potassium, Sulphide 3 lb. 
Silver, Nitrate of .. 4 ozs. 
Spirits, Methylated oe 20 ozs. 
Varnish, Best White Hard ee . 4 028. 
Water, Distilled, a Winchester quart 
Collodion and Iodizer (separate) 20 czs. 

Two glass funnels, bundle filter papers, 1 book 
blue litmus paper, } lb. wool (absorbent), 
measure glasses, stirring rod, and 6 gross squares 
of glass 34 by 3}inches. (The quantities of 
chemicals here given are sufficient to make 
about 1,000 slides and may be reduced one- 
half, except silver nitrate. I always advocate 
full baths of this, as it tends to cleaner working 
and does not get out of order so quickly as 
smaller quantities.) 

If the pupil is handy with tools, an item of 
expense may now be saved; if not, get a jobbing 
carpenter to make a box without lid or bottom 

{ 18 inches square by 6 inches deep (outside 
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measure), attach this to one end of a board | 
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6 feet long by 11 inches broad of # inch wood, . 
tongued at each end to prevent warping; fit a 
nest of carriers to outer end of box from 10 by $ 
down to }-plate; a runner on each side of the 
board, 14 inch square, will elevate the camera 
so that it is central with carriers. The following 
sketch will make my meaning clear. When 
a dark cloth is tacked on three sides of the 
carrier box and brought over the camera, the 
apparatus is ready, and if a rough table similar 
to half of a carpenter’s bench is made, say 4 feet 
high, 6 feet long, 11 inches broad, of 14 inch 
wood, and the above apparatus be hinged to it — 
at the end, the negative can then be pointed to | 
the sky and the apparatus canted to any angle. | 

Presuming the above apparatus and chemicals | 
have been acquired, and the scullery converted ; 
into a dark-room (this is best because there is a 
plentiful supply of water), we will proceed to : gmat lantern outht. 

work and prepare the glass. Into a 16 by 14 
inch porcelain dish two-thirds full of water, | 
put 3 0z. of nitric acid, this makes a pickle to 
eat away impurities and grease off the glass; 
take a parcel of glass which is usually put up | 
in 3 dozen lots, and immerse them one by one 
into the pickle, let it stand while we prepare 
some albumen. Into a 20 oz. bottle pour the 
white of an egg, taking care none of the yolk 
follows, three-parts fill with water, well shake 
and pour into a jug or measure glass and well 
wash out the bottle, then filter back again 
through filter paper or a plug of wool placed, 
not too tightly, into the apex of the funnel; after 
filtration pour some into a measure glass, care 
being observed that no air bubbles or froth 
are on the surface, a piece of blotting paper 
passed over will remove any that may be there. 
We are now ready to albumenise the plates. 
Take a plug of wool, and one of the plates out 
of pickle, hold it under the tap with a steady 
stream of water flowing, and well rub both sides 
of the plate, finally rinsing under water; flow 
over albumen from measure glass, taking care 
that only one side is albumenised, place in wood 
drying rack, and continue the operation till the 
thiee dozen plates have been cleaned and 
albumenised. See that the albumenised side. 
of glass all face one way, place aside to dry 
spontaneously, away from dust. 

(To be co,. tinued.) 

Concerning Two Remunerative 

Callings. 
By THOMAS BYFORD. 

TENTING DURING THE SumMER Montus. 

Zge=me 

Y) \ HINK of it, ye would-be showmen, 
We, {the glories of such a life, untram- 
i” ZIM) melled by the bustle and noise of 
(24S>)) the large cities; breathing pure 

air, consuming good wholesome 
food cooked as it should be, the old 
world village inns and cottages with one? 

w their cosy rooms redolent with the smell 
' of wild flowers. 

The tenting business, besides being a pleasant 
holiday, will be found to be very lucrative, 
considering the small amount of capital likely 
to be employed, to one who is possessed of a 

A tent show can be run 
by one person if he possesses brains, which are 

; SO requisite in every occupation or calling, but 
more so in the show line. 

A good tent, about 20 feet by 10 feet, must 
be purchased or hired. A thick one is prefer- 
able, so that the daylight may be excluded. 
A long dreary show is not necessary. It should 
not exceed 60 minutes in duration, and consist 
of about a dozen silhouette slides, some local 
views, or those near at hand; failing which, 
some views of London, which are always 
popular in country villages; a really good comic 
story, illustrated with pictures, rockwork, and 
lever slides; and conclude with some funny 
legerdemain trick such as ‘Nose Cutting 
Extraordinary,” which creates 

roars of laughter 

and draws crowds wherever one may go. The 
nose cutting trick is performed with a special 
form of knife, from which a piece is cut out to 
fit round a person’s nose. lull details of this, 
however, will be found in every catalogue of 
conjuring apparatus ; but briefly the effect is as 
follows :—When one of the audience has been 
bound to a chair with rope, tie a bib previously 
sprinkled with dragon’s blood round his neck, 
and when the audience catches sight of the 
apparent blood stains, their merriment will tell 
how interested they are. Pick up an ordinary 
knife and commence sharpening it on a 
butcher’s steel. Now comes the chief part of 
the trick. Wash a white plate with a strong 
solution of perchloride of iron, and let it be 
perfectly dry before use. Place it in the hands 
of the victim, and ask him to hold it under- 
neath his nose. Have close at hand a sponge 
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saturated with a solution of sulpho-cyanide of 
potassium. Pick up the trick knife, and place 
it on the victim’s nose; make believe you are 
cutting it, and it will appear to the audience as 
if the knife has gone clean through the nose. 
While this is being done, pick up (unobserved, 
of course) the sponge, gently squeeze it so that 
the solution falls on the plate, which will 
become blood red. This, if properly acted, is 
very effective. Bear in mind that sulpho- 
cyanide of potassium is a poison. 
When the district one purposes working has 

been selected, look up—for a start—two dozen 
villages, and post two weeks before your visit 
one dozen bills to the landlord of the village 
inn, ask him to have them posted up, and 
enclose a shilling in stamps or P.O. for the 
purpose. The bills should be attractive, some- 
thing after the style displayed by itinerant 
circuses, and the wording somewhat as follows: 

A SPLENDID PICTORIAL EXHIBITION 

Wriy Visit THis PartsH SHORTLY. 

FOR ONE NIGHT ONDZTY. 

The Entertainment will consist of a large number of 

LIMELIGHT PICTURES, 
EMBRACING 

Locan Scungsry, Humorous Srortes snp Picrores. 

COME AND SEE THE BLACK AND WHITE PICTURES 

Concluding with a Laughable Skit, 

NOSE CUTTING EXTRAORDINARY. 

ComE and Seg it. You writ Laven. 

The Entertainment will last one hour. Exhibitions at 

5, 6.30, and 8 o’clock. 

ADMISSION ONE PENNY, 

Bring your own chairs or stools if you wish to sit. 

STANDING ROOM ONLY. 

The price of admission is low, but one can- 
not expect schoolroom prices in a tent giving 
one hour’s show, and if the 5 o’clock show is 
good, it will advertise itself for the evening 
performance. Quite £2 should be taken in 
pennies nightly. 

It is no great trouble to get a pitch in a 
village, free of any charge; most villages have 
a green which can be had for the asking, failing 
this a farmer will lend a meadow generally free 
of any charge, they are not grasping and 

| of the halls. 

narrow-minded, but recognise the fact that we 
must all live. The news of your arrival will 
soon travel through the village, and to make 
your presence better known go all over the 
parish, ring a bell town-crier fashion, and 
announce what is going to take place. With 
the aid of a strong local man fix up the tent 
before proceeding on this journey, and leave 
him to mount guard over it, otherwise during 
your absence curiosity will tempt the inquisitive 
inside, and from want of thought a lot of 
damage might be done. 

Music Hatu SxHows. 

Those who have a desire to go in for this 
class of show will have to give something very 
much out of the usual rut of the shows at 
present in force in order to capture the appre- 
ciation of the public. It is puzzling to know 
in these days what will catch on, but sometimes 
the most simple thing will be an instantaneous 
success. It is astonishing how soon music hall 
audiences tire of novelties, therefore it is wise 
when one has struck oil to make the most of it. 
Music hall managers will welcome with open 
arms anything novel and original, for if success- 

| ful it means big receipts, and big receipts mean 
big dividends for the shareholders. 

Those unacquainted with the music hall 
business, and who are eager to adopt it as a 
means of livelihood, would possibly like to know 
how to go about getting an introduction to it. 
When the show has been chosen and worked 
up so that no hitch will occur, write to the 
manager of one of the best London halls (for 

| example, Mr. Charles Morton, of the Palace), 
' and enclose a synopsis of the show with a 
courteous note, asking if you may give a turn 
one afternoon or evening. Should the. reply be 
in the affirmative, don’t funk when the time 
comes for your appearance. Go atitas if you 
meant to win, for your success in London will 
possibly depend on this one turn. The audience 
will soon give the verdict, the management is 
guided by it, and should it be in the showman’s 
favour success is assured. An engagement will 
follow with a big screw tacked on. Should the 
audience not be carried away by your efforts, 
don’t despair, but write to other London halls; 
failing which, then communicate with the 
managers of the best provincial halls. About 
£4 weekly should be the average provincial 
salary. Consult the Hra newspaper for a list 

Would-be aspirants must not be 
chicken-hearted ; boldness of manner and the 
will to overcome difficulties are the things 
needful for success in this calling. 
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The Late Mr. W. R. Hill. 
Gr : 

AN HE many friends of the late Mr. 
*% W. R. Hill will learn with regret of 

his death. For the last five years 
he had been in gradually failing 

occurred when out riding, on which 
occasion he was thrown violently to the 
ground, falling upon the back of his 

neck. This produced progressive muscular 
atrophy, which affected his limbs and prevented 
him following his profession. 

As an individual Mr. Hill’s loss will be 
severely felt by all those who enjoyed the 
privilege of being numbered amongst his | 
ingimate friends, his genial and amiable dis- 
position endearing him to all with whom he 
came in contact. 

To the larger circle of his professional ac- 
quaintances and patrons he was a highly 
respected and interesting personage, being not 
ouly an artist of considerable talent, but also an 
ingenious mechanician. 
produced from time to time for the late Royal 
Polytechnic Institution, with which he was for | 
many years so intimately connected, will be 
well remembered by those who had the pleasure 
of witnessing their exhibition, and his works 
will doubtless be considered valuable possessions 
by those who have the good fortune to include 
them in their collections. 

He died on the 2nd October, shortly after 
3 o'clock in the afternoon, in his 71st year, 
passing away painlessly, surrounded by his 
relatives, and sensible to the last. Truly may 
we say ‘his end was peace.” 

A Grumble. 
By A POOR PRO. 

aw HERE are many matters which touch 

x 

i) 
\ZMSS «the pockets of the professional 
VG n +1: 1 ® ) lantern exhibitor, and one at least 
(wu xe of that unfortunate class thinks the 
SS subject requires a little serious 

thought on the part of those concerned, 
when they will probably see that the 
old lines— 

3h / 

Ne 
oY Ps 

“There's mors harm wrought by want of thought, 
Than there is by bad intent,” 

are in this matter perfectly correct. 
A very important one is the giving gratuitous 

services as exhibitors or lecturers by gentlemen 

health, following an accident which | 

(whose intentions may be perfectly innocent 
enough), whose slides or descriptions of those 
slides, and in some cases both, are suflicient to 
attract audiences ; buta little thought will show 
them that they are indirectly causing con- 
siderable injury to an intelligent body of men, 
who by hook or by crook have to earn a 
crust some way or another by means of the 

> lantern. 
The very first paragraph of news in the 

' Notes coltimn of the last number of the Maaic 
Lantern Journar is a case of this kind, where 

; a gentleman closely connected with the photo- 
graphic trade (who from what is known of him 
publicly wishes to assist rather than injure 
every branch of and everyone in that trade) is 
prepared to exhibit and describe his slides before 
auy photographic or other society, in return 

| for which service he simply asks for his 
travelling expenses only. Would that gentle- 
man spend half the time he would be occupied 
in getting his apparatus ready, travelling to 
and from the place of exhibition, fitting up, 
finding material, etc., in his own particular line 

: ' of business, without receiving the 
The grand effects he | : ™ 

usual equivalent? 

For on the supposition that it is the means 
by which he lives, he would be acting unfairly 
to himself and family if he did so. 

To allow his slides to be shown, and to explain 
them before the local or other photographic 
society is, of course, one of the legitimate 
objects of the society, particularly if subject to 
fair criticism, and may be productive of good 
results to the members, whether they be 
amateurs or professionals, and of such exhibi- 
tions no one can complain. But to exhibit to 
other or any societies covers an area which for 
the poor lanternist is getting smaller and 
smaller, and many a struggling operator finds 
it difficult to keep within in consequence of 
tempting offers of this kind. 

If the photographic society to which anyone 
may belong thinks a member's slides are above 
the average, or are of sufficient interest or 
beauty to give satisfaction and pleasure to a 
general audience, that member knows he has 
something good, and should put a proper value 
on it and demand to be paid at least for his 
time occupied in describing them, and also the 
operator for projecting them. Good things as 
a rule are not to he had for nothing. Most 
things offered at that price are put at their 
full value. 
Many photographic societies which lend their 

lanterns and sometimes slides free for a mem- 
ber’s use at Sunday schools and other places, 
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OTHER SPECIALITIES. 

OXYGEN AND HYDROCEN CAS. 
CYLINDERS OF ALL SIZES. 

Cinematograph Exhibitions. 
Secondhand Lanterns Bough Said, Exchanged 

or Lent. GAUGES. 

R Fp | LATO R a8, pants Bulins, Holborn Citens vy EC. 

Sf You Wish to Know 
awe 

1.—W hat focus of lens is required to produce a certain size of disc, at a given distance; 

2.—Whiat size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance; 

3.—What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with a lens of 

given focus ; 

SEND 2d. FOR A 

READY REFERENCE TABLE 
ON CARDBOARD.) 

BY J. HAY TAYLOR. 

=! FASTEN IT ‘ON THE LID OF LANTERN BOX. 

Maaic Cantern Journal Co., Limited, 
9a, CARTHUSIAN STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

ALFRED H. SAUNDERS —© 
As 2 LIMELIGHT EXPERT has travelled 100,000 miles with 
“ Gilchrist,’ “ B'ham” and Cambridge Universities, and other Lecturers. 

MAKER OF LANTERN SLIDES (Wet Collodion). SLIDE ARTIST. Colouring—Realistic, Natural, Effective. 

OFFICE OF THE BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND LEcTURE BorEau. 

109, CITY ROAD, BIRMINGH AM. vecmncien for Pupils: 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 
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AMFEORTH’S WILLIAMSON’S. 

LANTERN skies, | Aematograph Films 
THE ONE-MINUTE COMEDY SERIES. 

ILLUSTRATED SONGS, &c. 142. A Big Swallow. 
siisinpirene nasa mes 143. The Magic [xtinguisher. 

: : ie Elixir of Life. The Largest Producer in the World.) ith cis peae Mt 
a 150. The Marvellous Hair Restorer. 

NEW SUPPLEMENTARY LIST, Season rgor-2, 152. Are You There? 
containing Detailed Lists of 20 Popular Songs, also many er 
Recitations, Religious, Moral, T Z ; .L r 
7 ee ey ene Caen cen he nde SENSATIONAL DRAMA SERIES. 
Caverns, Lecture on Fresh Air, etc., etc. Post Free on Se 
Application. GENERAL CATALOGUE containing Lists of 123. ee a China Mission 
all previous productions, 256 pages, post free, LOA. 

158. Exciting Scenes at a Fire. New Lantern Slides made from Customers’ Negatives by a 
special Wet Collodion Process, giviag good results. even subject now showing in London, 
from poor, weak film Negatives. Send Negative for 280 feet. 
Sample Slide and Terms. wish teat —_— 

From the Wholesale Agents : 

JAM ES BAM FORTH, Messrs. W. BUTCHER & SONS, BLACKHEATH. 

Or direct from the Works: 

Station Rd., Holmfirth, Yorkshire. | 55, WesTERN ROAD, HOVE, BRIGHTON. 

REMARKABLE TESTIMONIALS to the Success of the 

S“RILFORD” GENERATOR. 

Rev. J. G. Brxcu, Limerick, writes Nov. 23rd, 1899:—'*I have just completed a lecturing tour with the 
Praestantia outfit you supplied me with. It proved most satisfactory. I am much pleased with 
the unrivalled light that can be bad with your ‘ Rilford'’ Oxygen Generator and J.awson Saturator.” 

W. H.C. Larr, Esq., Woolton, writes March 2;th, 1900:—“ Let me again tell you of my numerous 
successes of the season with your ‘ Rilford’ Generator. Ever since the first few times, when I was 
unfamiliar with its working, it has never failed me, and the light has been brilliantly maintained 
throughout iny numerous entertainments. It is a gem, and beats cylinders and their increased cost 
and troub!e out and out.” 

Rev. C. Hi. Fynes-Cirnton, of Blandford, writes March 5th, 1900:—‘'I am much pleased with the 
*Rilford’ apparatus; it works perfectly.” , 

Rev. K. Durxrorp Ixirr, of Leicester, writes Dec. 23rd, 1899 :—‘* I am delighted with it. It is the very 
thingy necessary for one like myself, who is constantly visiting villages and out of tbe way places. 
The automatic movement of the lamp is most ingenious, and the light produced far better than 
what I have been able to get with a mixed jet.” 

G.H.N.Sreruens, Esq., of Worcester, writes Oct. zoth, 1839:—" I cannot too highly praise the invention.” 

G.H. Enpiwrr, Esq., of West End, writes Nov. 13th, 1899 :—‘' With regard to the ‘ Rilford,’ all I can say 
is, itis simply splendid, and I canuot speak too highly of it. It thoroughly deserves everything that 
has been saia ia its favour, and more too. Not only is the light most bri:liant and steady, but the 
regular and unfailing supply of gas, the automatic action, and absolute safety of the apparatus five 
one the confidence which ove doesn’t often fecl when working other appliances.” 

RILFORD” Oxygen Generator IT SAVES LIFE TOO. 
in opcration. Rev. G. W. L’Esrrance, of Caledon, writes Feb. 7th, 1g00:—‘‘ I am much pleased with the ‘ Rilford’ 

Oxygen Generator. The evening it arrived the Doctor here tried it with a bad case of Pneumonia . ys rere . A pe Price £5 10 0. and the effect was most marked, Witb your Ether Saturator it works most satisfactorily.” 

ANOTHER CLERGYMAN, who does not wish us to publish his name, but who will answer any questions by 
ot Sen tree sce. letter (name and address to be obtained from us), writes June 27th, 1900:—‘‘I send youan account of 
ee, Pee aes a case of Pneumonia, in which the ‘ Rilford’ was used with much success. The case in point was 

that of a boy aged twelve. Pneumonia showed itself on May 22nd. On May 25th oxygen was first 
used, a cylut:der being obtained from the Cottage Hospital, where one is always kept ready, On 

sy Sunday, vlay 27th, this gave out, aud as there was on that day no possibility of getting another 
cylinder, my ‘ Kilford’ was taken down, and first used at 8.30 p.m. [From 1o p.m. to 7 a.m. oxygen 

LIMITED, was at first adininistcred every 45 minutes. then every hour, with the result that the boy, whose case 
seemed almost hopeless at 10 p.m., was decidedly better. The improvement continued, the 

55 & 57, Godwin St ‘ Rilford’ being used at longer intervals during the 2gth aud the nights of the 28th and 2gth. The 
2 = boy is now convalescent, and inthe Isle of Wight. I think, human!y speaking, the pres:nce of a 

‘Rilford’ in the village saved his Jife.”’ , 

BRADFORD. The Originals of these and many other Testimonials may be seen here. 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 
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have to the writer’s knowledge deprived many 
a lantern lecturer and operator of engagements. 

The amateur operator at many of the poly- 
technics and other institutions, finding that it 
does not interfere with his ordinary occupation, 
is generally satisfied with seeing his name in 
print on the bills and programmes, but all the 
same he displaces the professional operator, 
and deprives him of the few shillings he would 
charge for a regular engagement for the season. 

Amongst most of the literary and other 
societies which have periodical lectures, there 
are only a limited number of nights during the 
lecture season, between October ‘and March, in 
which the professional operator has to gather 
the wherewithal to meet the expenses of living 
which go on Summer and Winter, and even only 
one engagement struck out by any of the above 
causes or others, may mean something short in 
the family arrangements of many for whose 
benefit these lines have been written, namely, 
‘©The Poor Pro.” 

BB 

Vagaries & Variations of Popular 

Taste in Lantern Exhibitions. 
By W. H. GOLDING. 

in a HAT ‘the old order changeth, 
be . giving place to the new,” is not 
% % less true with regard to the use of 

the optical lantern than to any 
other branch of human experience. 

Those whose recollection carries them 
oa back but a few years have seen 
w numerous changes, while those of 

longer experience have witnessed a_ trans- 
formation so complete that the magic lantern 
of their early days, with its accessories, can 
scarcely be recognised under the forms assumed 
by its successors of to-day; aud it appears to 
the mind’s eye as a faint shadow of a bygone 
age—a time-honoured relic of a remote 
antiquity. 

Many of us doubtless recollect the mystery 
which attached to the somewhat clumsy and 
primitive instrument of our boyhood, and the 
wonder with which we regarded it, with its 
body of japanned tin and its tall stove-pipe 
chimney, curved or bent to a more or less 
obtuse angle, like a reduced copy of some 
ancient flue such as exercised the ingenuity, 
and not unfrequently almost caused the death 
of the unfortunate climbing boy of story and of 
domestic experience; sometimes reputed to 
have been stolen from happier scenes, kid- 

napped by the nefarious arts of designing 
misdoers, and condemned in tender years to the 
painful and ignoble employment of sweeping 
the kitchen chimneys of his more fortunate 
neighbours. 

In those days, long buried among the 
memories of the past, the lantern operator was 
content to employ as his source of illumination 
a lamp of Argand or other pattern, burning 
colza or some other heavy oil of vegetable or 
animal origin, requiring to be warmed at the 
fire or otherwise humoured, in order to induce 
it to burn, and at best yielaing a feeble and 
unsatisfactory light. We are almost inclined 
to wonder how the results obtained with appli- 
ances which now appear to us so crude and 
imperfect reached anything like the degree of 
success which was frequently attained; but 
possibly in this, as in many other matters, 
‘ distance lends enchantment to the view.” 

The slides employed by the exhibitor of that 
period were for the most part of a piece with 
the optical and mechanical means used for their 
display. Coarsely drawn representations of 
landscape or of natural objects, caricatures 
rather than copies, painted in flaring hues of 
red, green, blue, and other 

brilliant colours; 

they served, nevertheless, to delight and 
astonish the youthful spectators for whose 
benefit they were chiefly designed. This was 
the age of the man with mouth and nose of 
distorted form and portentous size, of the 
woman attired in coal-skuttle bonnet and gar- 
ments of form and pattern amazing to view, 
the features of both being of supernatural hue, 
the cheeks, lips, and nose florid to a degree; 
while the surrounding objects, animate and 
inanimate, were equally eccentric in appearance 
and design. Punch, clown, harlequin, and 
other dramatic personages had possession of the 
field, and their antics, depicted on a wetted 
screen, behind which the lantern was con- 
cealed from view, served to delight the juvenile 
audiences of the days that were; the more so 
if motion and change of position could be 
imparted to them by the movable slip of glass, 
on which still more grotesque forms were 
depicted, whereby new and strange develop- 
wents were produced. 
We do not forget, however, that pictures of a 

far higher order were by no means unknown, 
and the artistic skill and careful finish bestowed 
upon the better class of landscape and figure 
slides of the time we are considering, reflected 
no little credit upon the artists employed in 
their production, and were worthy of the vastly 
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superior means of display which have since 
become available. The lenses employed at that 
<ime being usually uncorrected, either for 
spherical or chromatic aberration, the distortion 
of straight lines and the prismatic fringes of 
colour surrounding the various objects, especially 
those situated near the margin of the picture, 
left much to be desired in the matter of 
accurate definition. This was apparent even in 
the performance of what were undoubtedly the 
finest examples of non-corrected lenses then in 
use—those employed in the large lanterns of 
the late lamented Royal Polytechnic Institution. 
These, though neither free from distortion nor 
from prismatic fringes, were really excellent in 
their construction and performance, and being 
of very large size, they admitted of the use of 
slides on a much less reduced scale than was 
possible with ordinary lanterns. Some of these, 
painted on glasses measuring about 8 by 6 
inches, by such accomplished artists as Messrs. 
Childe, Hill, and others 

well known to fame, 

were marvels of artistic skill; being finished 
with a delicacy of touch and a brilliancy of 
colour entitling them to rank among pictures of 
a high order of merit. 

The adequate display of such superior pro- 
ductions needed an illumination far more bril- 
liant than could be obtained from the oil lamps 
previously in use, and it was only rendered 
possible by the adoption of the limelight (then 
called, from the name of its inventor, the 
“ Drummond light’’), in which a cylinder of 
lime is rendered incandescent by the flame from 
a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gases, burned 
at high pressure and producing intense heat, 
being projected upon it. : 

This improvement, with many others, we owe 
to the late Mr. John Dancer, of Manchester, an 
optician of great ingenuity and_ skill, who 
devoted much attention to the development of 
the lantern and its accessories in the middle of 
the nineteenth century. 

The artists engaged in the production of 
slides seem to have looked with no small degree 
of alarm on the introduction of such a powerful 
light, which they considered likely to ruin their 
work, or to subject it to a test which would 
reveal its imperfections far too clearly to be 
tolerated. But the march of progress could not 
be so checked, and the artists found that the 
requirements even of the limelight, with its 
searching beams, were not beyond the resources 
of their skill. The public taste by this time had 
become more exacting, and a superior order of 
illustration was demanded. For a time various 

mechanical devices, for causing moving pictures 
to appear on the screen, came largely into use ; 
and moving waves, with vessels rocked in the 
cradle of the deep, lighthouses illuminating the 
scene, and other more or less realistic represen- 
tations of animated life, came greatly into 
demand ; windmills with moving sails, water- 
mills with revolving wheels and flowing mill 
stream, fountains in full play, and other like 
devices found a place in every lantern exhibi- 
tion making any pretence to popular favour. 
Amongst these designs the rat-slide long held 
the field—a somewhat blood-curdling represen- 
tation of a person in bed or reclining upon a 
couch, while rats and mice, in long procession, 
actuated by means of a rack and pinion move- 
ment invisible to the spectators, marched or 
scampered after the manner of their kind over 
the sleeper’s coverlet and person and in due 
course disappeared into his mouth, opened 
widely to receive them, and down his capacious 
throat to the unknown regions of his alimentary 
canal. 

Another device at least equally popular was 
the chromotrope, introduced by Mr. Childe, the 
artist already named, in which two coloured 
designs of similar intricacy of pattern were 
caused to revolve in opposite directions over one 
another, giving rise to an unending series of 
bewildering changes upon the screen. These 
subjects, though but little in demand in the 
present day, have not wholly, even yet, lost 
their attraction for many 

youthful audiences; 

while the rack and pinion lends itself readily to 
the representation of such movements as the 
rotation of the planets upon their axes, their 
revolution round the sun, and other astronomi- 
cal phenomena. These more elaborate and 
complicated designs undoubtedly marked a very 
cousiderable advance in public taste over the 
cruder productions and simpler and more 
primitive methods of an earlier age, keeping 
pace with a similar advance in the modes of 
book illustration and other pictorial efforts in 
daily use. 

The introduction of photography as a means 
for the production of lantern slides gave a new 
stimulus to the popular taste, since it admitted 
of the introduction of pictures possessing a 
completeness and delicacy of detail which was 
impossible in a hand-painted picture, however 
skilful and painstaking the artist might be, and 
at a cost considerably less than that of even his 
most rapidly painted and least careful produc- 
tions. The beauty of a good photograph of a 
natural object or of a well selected landscape is 
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such that these productions rapidly replaced the 
older ones in popular favour, and an exhibition of 
photographic pictures became the order of the day. 
But the eye of the ordinary observer demands 
colour, even at the expense of minute detail, 
and the colourless photograph, in which the 
objects are represented merely in light and 
shade, however delicately _ graduated and 
accurately rendered, seems soon to impress the 
average spectator with a sense of monotony, to 
which the presence of colour, however crude, 
comes as a welcome relief, and although to the 
trained eye the loss of delicacy in detail is 
scarcely compensated for by the gain in tint, 
the audiences whose taste had to be provided 
for evinced a decided preference for photographs 
which had been coloured more or less carefully 
and elaborately in imitation of nature. Their 
production gave, as it still gives, enployment 
to numerous artists, some of whom had 
previously devoted themselves to hand-painting, 
while others were exclusively occupied in 
supplying to photographic pictures the colours 
which the processes of photography were unable 
to produce. It is not, perhaps, to be expected 
that any process at present in use or in prospect 
will yield in a single operation the colours of 
nature in an untouched photographic picture, 
however well it may lend itself to the subsequent 
addition of these natural tints by hand. 

But photography rendered it possible to suggest 
and stimulate, and at the same time to provide 

for a further development of popular taste 
in the shape of elaborate effects, requiring two 
or more pictures to be projected upon the screen 
at the same time, each supplying some detail 
not found in the other, and the whole forming a 

compound picture, 

sometimes of much complexity and of consider- 
able merit from an artistic point of view. 

These pictures, generally known as “ effects, 
have been largely in demand within com- 
paratively recent years, though they in their 
turn seem to be passing out of favour. 

The dissolving view, in which two or more 
pictures follow one another almost imperceptibly, 
the one gradually fading away while the 
other replaces it as gradually, was first 
introduced by Mr. Childe in 1811, and speedily 
superseded the older method of withdrawing 
the slide and replacing it by another, with 
an interval of darkness or of a brilliantly 
lighted screen between them. For this purpose 
two lanterns are, of course, required, the light 
from the one being gradually reduced and that 
of the other raised during the change of view. 

(To he continued.) 

” 

Colouring Lantern Slides. 

By LOUIS ALLEN OSBORNE. 

i HERE is no way of thoroughly com- 
4 EN prehending the great improvement 

ty that can be made in lantern slides 
through colouring, except by trying 
it. The colouring of lantern slides 

is a comparatively simple process, and 
it adds much to the beauty of the slide, 
especially for landscape and floral 

subjects, so that in all but extrerne cases it is 
better that a lecture set should not be made up 
of monotone. Ordinary oil paints sold in tubes 
are all tbat is needed, and very few colours are 
required. COrimsouv lake, gamboge, Prussian 
blue, burnt sienna, raw sienna, and ivory black 
would generally be all that would be required, 
though in painting flowers rose madder will 
make a valuable addition. It makes no 
difference who manufactures the colours, because 
at the 

present condition 

of this line of business it is hard to find a poor 
grade of artists’ colours on the market. 

The lantern slide should be thoroughly dried, 
and laid, film side upwards, upon a sheet of 
glass 11 by 14 inches. ‘he glass may with 
advantage be tilted slightly so that its further 
side rests at the corners on some books or other 
objects about 4 inches in height. Under it a 
sheet of white paper should be placed to reflect 
nothing but white through the slide. Fine 
eamel’s hair, or, still better, sable, brushes are 
best; and care must be observed in selecting 
them that none of the hairs are loose, because 
should one of the finer hairs float out and dry in 
the slide it is likely to be overlooked until the 
slide is placed in the lantern and it appears 
across the skyline or roadway as a gigantic club 
or tree trunk. 

In colouring slides it is usual to mix the 
colours with a drying medium, and for this 
purpose megilp is used. Megilp is a technical 
name for a mixture of turpentine and drying oil, 
and with it the colour is thinned to the proper. 
consistency by being stirred with the flat edge 
of a palette knife and then worked with the 
point of the brush. Mix up some Prussian blue 
and gamboge until the proper shade of green is 
obtained for tinting the trees and foliage; add 
sufficient megilp to this to make it rather thin, 
and then with the brush dab a few short 
irregular strokes over a portion of the foliage. 
With the end of the middle fingar these dabs 
should be blended together, not by rubbing, but 
by a series of taps on the paint, each tap 
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removing some of the paint and depositing it 
elsewhere. In this way a thin shade of green 
can be spread evenly and uniformly throughout 
all the foliage. Different shades of green are 
unnecessary, as the light and shade of the 
photograph will provide for this, and all we 
want 1s the merest tint so that the high-lights 
will be very slightly green and the shadows will 
show the darker green on account of the lack of 
brilliancy in their colouring. 

The sky may be worked in the same manner 
with Prussian blue, and if the slide has been 
made from a negative that possesses one of 
those characteristic ‘‘bald-headed”’ ones, this 
defect may be oradicated entirely by colouring, 
and beautiful white fleecy clouds may be worked 
on the slide by means of some Prussian blue 
and a few dabs with the end of the finger. 
Commence along the top edge of the sky with a 
streak of Prussian blue, then with the finger dab 
this down gently, allowing the dabs to become 
lighter as the sky line is approached, until an 
even tint of blue, growing paler toward the 
skyline, is spread throughout the upper part of 
the slide. Any colour that has worked over into 
the foliage below the skyline 

may be removed 

with a clean rag, and if it is desirable to intro- 
duce a few fleecy clouds the same rag may be 
used to wipe out the colour in portions of the 
sky, and the edges afterwards softened by 
dabbing in order to give a softness of effect. 

The trunks of trees can be painted with the 
siennas, and the dirt roads with the same tints, 
to which a little gamboge has been added. 

The fewer the colours one has to work with, 
the more rapidly he becomes familiar with the 
effects that can be obtained by mixing them, 
and in lantern slide colouring no great detail or 
accuracy is required. All we want is an even 
tint, leaving the natural photographic beauty of 
the slide to show through this. The human 
eye does not crave accuracy in its representa- 
tion of natural objects with which it is familiar. 
Set before it a photograph of a tree, a house, or 
a flower, and it recognises in the form and 
shading of the object what it is intended to 
represent. It naturally feels for the colour, and 
therefore the merest suggestion of colour on the 
different parts more than satisfies its impression, 
because the eye anticipates all and neglects to 
observe colour where it does not belong, unless 
the error is glaring. The eye overlooks the 
omission of colour appropriate to certain details, 
if the masses around it are properly cared for. 
By this I mean that if you have a brown 

house profiled against a wooded grove, and the 

brown of the house carelessly or accidentally 
extends beyond the house line and covers a 
portion of the trees, not one person in a hundred 
would ever notice it when shown on the screen, 

| because the eye yearns for no brown colour 
where the green is, nor desires to see any green 
lapped over on the house, and not expecting it 
does not see it. .This may be a homely explana- 
tion, but it is a fact worth bearing in mind in 

' your colouring slides, and do not risk spoiling a 
good start by cleaning up some detail where 
accident or carelessness has rendered an 
inaccurate following of the outline. 

Colour work on lantern slides can be done in 
the evening almost as well as in the daytime, 
but I would recommend a Welsbach or an 
electric light for the purpose, and the paper 
placed under the glass plate to reflect light 
through the slide to be coloured should be of a 
bluish tint rather than a dead white. 

It must be remembered also, as the slides are 
to be viewed by an artificial light, that the 
colours will stand considerable debasement 
without showing it, and I know of an instance 
where a slide coloured in the evening pussessed 
a beautiful expanse of decidedly green sky, and 
would have been cast aside as ruined had not 
the lantern in which it was projected failed to 
reveal this absurdity. I would not advise, 
however, a tendency to green blues or yellowish 
reds just because few artificial lights tell the 
truth. The above slide, after doing service for 
three successive lectures in an oil lantern, came 
to grief in a fourth after the Jecturer had 
acquired a sufficient capital to warrant him in 
investing in an acetylene gas outfit. Here the 
green sky came out clear iu all its verdant 
incongruity, and the French tri-colour, flyivg 
from the top of a prominent 

public building 

in the foreground, struck consternation to the 
hearts of its patriots by its strong resemblance 
to the standard of Italy. 

The colouring of lantern slides is a simple 
operation which one will learn readily by trying 
it, and I would suggest that when a negative of 
a landscape or other object is made with a view 
to converting it into a slide, that the colours of 
the object be written ona piece of paper, as a 
great deal of realism can be expressed in this 
way. ‘I'he best slides to cover are rather thin 
ones, and slides inade from thin negatives, that 
show plenty of detail but little contrast, can be 
more improved by colouring than by any otber 
of the twelve or more faking dodges of intensifi- 
cation, reduction, duplication, etc., so frequently 
indulged in.—The Camera. 
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THE “INJECTOR” MIXED JET. 
(JACKSON'S PATENT. 

oX PRICH SOs. 
This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full 
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply, 
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the 
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass 
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of 
about 12 Ibs. per square inch. In passing through the 
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H, 
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it 
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber 
M. Here the mixed gases meet the baffle plate B, which 
has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the : gases, and ensuring their complete admixture. The mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner. The requisite pressure of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 Ibs. pressure. 

Five seasons’ experience has fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others. It will yield 
THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure at all. If a town’s supply is not available, it wi!l work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder. We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives, As for blow-through jets, ejector or otherwise, we do not know why they should be used at ail, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the Injector Jet will give two or three times the light. By removing the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder. The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need to be touched again when using town's gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use. 

Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe 
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price. Further particulars free on application to 
MANCHESTER OXYGEN (Brin’s Patent) CO., LITD., 

Great Marlborough Street, Manchester. 

AGETYLENE, 
The *INCANTO" Appli- 

ances for all purposes have 
proved the 

BEST AND 

MOST RELIABLE, 

EGLIPSE Ay 
10/6 It produces an effect similar to dissolving. 

The slides are inserted and witharawn by a single movement. 

BEARD’S COMPRESSED 
GAS. REGU LATOR ACETYLENE Co., Ltd , 

Is the only reliable Regulator giving perfect = 135, Victoria Street, results with all kinds of jets. Pattern A Generator. WESTMINSTER. 

. aie SANDS, HUNTER & Co, 
HAND-FEED Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns, 

ARG LAM pS. NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS, 
. Lanterns and Operator let out for evening enter- é 1 ie : - a ee tainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate. 

Lamps are used by the Poly- 20, Oranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.O. technic, Queen's all, Royal. OO 
A Sec ienenan bee y Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides rlatite Limes pete Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every 

description of miscellaneous property. 

Write or cal] — 

THURN & HODDLE 

Marriott’s Limes Stocked, a 
Wholesale and Retail. 
——— ip Nee R. J.C, STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the 

bove, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great Lantern Ex t d - i R. R. BEARD, ‘ter, Expert on as ae kare Ena uaec re yen a 
Ci emen wisning totnclude pro; erty in esi ales ave requesi 10, Trafalgar Rd., Old Kent Rd., LONDON, S.E. send particulars one week prior to sale, 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers, 
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eee IMPORTANT, 
GUARANTEED BY 

PHOTGMETER TEST, 
AND 

WITHOUT NOISE. 

Operators and Apparatus for 

Illustrating Lectures, &c., in 

the smallest to the largest 

2 : CINEMATOG
R H, & 

buildings in the World. 

FOR THE CINEMATOGR
APH, 

<« ech E’s « 

NEW PATENT HIGH-POWER JETS, 
Counterbalanced and with Cut- 

off and Automatie Bye-pass and 
Screw-down Valves, 

are at once the most PRACTICAL and 
PERFECT. 

VERY MODERATE IN THE CON- 
SUMPTION OF GAS. 

TY 

Mr. T. J. Wesy, of the Modern 
Marvel Co., says :—‘' Pleased to tell you 
getting such good results from the new 
jet that having been used to 12-ft. Cine- 
matograph Pictures, now want a 15-ft. 
sereen.” 

COMPARISONS IN REGARD TO LIGHT AND 

CONSUMPTION OF GAS INVITED, 

Everything in connection with 

High-class Lantern Work made —= = 

and supplied. ’ FOR 

as > Cc. WW. LOCKE, < 

ACTUAL MAKER OF HIGH-CLASS OPTICAL LANTERNS, &c., 

13 years with Prof. Malden, 7 times at the Royal Albert Hall, over 1,000 times at the Egyptian Hall, 

244, Tottenham Court Rd., W.; and the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, London, W. 

More :—* Hick Wericuency aNp No MIs-REPRESENTATION.” 

LANTERNS, &c. 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 
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© NEW APPARATUS. 
Se 4° 508) 

ACETYLENE LANTERN BURNERS. 

Hitherto the practice has been to insert two, 
three, or four burners in a straight piece of tubing, 
one behind the other, for lantern illumination 
purposes. This is all very well sometimes, but 
with variation in pressure all could nos in this 
manner be equally fed by the acetylene gas. 
Hence certain of them were wont to commence 
to smoke at times when the pressure became - 
low. This has been remedied 
by Mr. R. J. Moss, of 98, 
Snow Hill, Birmingham, 
who in the burners of his 
manufacture now makes but 
one hole in the main feeding 
pipe, and into this has an 
adaptation which is capable 
of holding the desired num- 
ber of burners, so as to 
ensure the pressure of gas 

various sizes ranging from two to twenty seconds’ 
exposure. This candle, which we illustrate, 
burns without noise, does not explode or spurt ; 
consequently sitters are not startled by the 
sudden flash. <A lighted match can be applied 
at the wick of the ‘‘candle,”’ when in a few 
seconds the light commences. These candles 
are very convenient and simple to use. 

LOCKE’S NEW HIGH-POWER JET. 

One of the most unique and powerful ‘oxy- 
hydrogen jets of the present day has recently 
been placed upon the market by that well- 
known lanternist and manufacturer, Mr. C. W. 
Locke, of 244, Tottenhain Court Road, W. 
The jet here illustrated consists of a large 
mixing chamber of peculiar construction placed 

to each being equal. This 
adaptation resembles a piece 
of tubing made in the form 
of a T, on the top of which 
are inserted the requisite 
number of burners, whilst 
the lower leg is screwed into 
a hole in the main piping 
supply. 

SMOKELESS CANDLE FILASH-LIGHT. 
Messrs. Fuerst Bros., 17, Philpot Lane, E.C,, 

FLASHAXE 
(ruasimcnt) CANOLE 

have introduced the flash-light in a new form, 
a.é., smokeless candles, which are supplied in 

“movement. 

at the rear of the supporting stem in such a 
way as not only to counterbalance the jet from 
that point, but also to give a very long delivery 
tube. In this tube, close up to the chamber 
and on the nozzle side, is placed a cut-off, 
actuated by a small lever, rod and bevel-wheel 

The act of cutting off brings into 
action a very ingenious bye-pass, which blows 
out all mixed gas from the tube, finally settling 
down to an ordinary bye-pass flame. The lime 
movement has a sliding spring adjustment, and 

| & spring arrangement prevents the lime pin 
running down through any vibration caused by 
a cinematograph machine. The jet is fitted 
with screw-down valves, and the whole presents 
a very handsome appearance. 1,600 to 2,000 
candle-power, without noise, is guaranteed by 
the maker. 
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3 Correspondence. He 

BOER ATROCITIES. 

To the Editor. 

one of ourleading makers of cinematographic films, con- 
taining details of what they call one of their latest films. 
It is headed ‘‘ Boer Atrocities,’ and it reads as follows :— 
“The opening of this picture shows a Transvaal mine 

with’ a sentinel on guard, and Boer commandant in fore- 
ground. Three other Boers appear, bringing with them 
a captured British soldier, whom they search, and find 
concealed beneath his tunic a Union Jack, the sight of 
which drives them mad; the commandant seizes the 
flag, and covers it with abuse. The British soldier, 
‘infuriated, attempts to recover it, but in the struggle is 
thrown to the ground and shot in cold blood. The Boers 
retire, evidently pleased with their dastardly act, leaving 
only the sentinel. Another ‘Tommy,’ attracted by the 
sounds of firing, crawls on hands and knees to the spot 
where his comrade lies dead, and perceiving the flag 
lying by his side, reaches over to it, and reverently lays 
it on the dead body. He then looks round and observes 
the sentinel, who turns on hearing his approach; but 
before he can raise an alarm the Britisher draws a 
revolver from his belt, and shoots him dead. Seeing 
that he has aroused the other Boers, he fires his 
remaining cartridge into a box of dynamite, blowing -to 
atoms everything around. When the smoke clears away 
ascene of devastation meets the eye, which gradually 
fades, being replaced by a tableau representing Britannia 
with a giant Union Jack as background, which gradually 
rises half way, and shows the British Fleet sailing 
defiantly on the high seas.” 

Perhaps some reader can inform me what good the 
issue of such films can do? In my opinion the issue of 
such has only a demoralising tendency, for it is false. 
It isa made-up scene, a playing to the gallery, and a 
means of instilling hatred in the heart of the young 
under the guise of what many are pleased to call 
patriotism. It is to be hoped that films of this character 
will not find a place in the Englishman’s repertoire. 

Yours, etc., : 
FAIRPLAY AND HONKSTY. 

SWEET ARE THE USES (OR ABUSES) OF 

ADVERTISEMENT. 

To the Editor. 

Drak S1n,—As a photographic amateur I would like 
to say a word or two about photographic competitions, 
which I hope you will insert in your next issue. 
Practical men know that when business is keen it is the 
fashion nowadays to give away prizes. One firm brings 
out a new apparatus, another a new paper, and still 
another a new lantern plate. Then they advertise that 
cartain prizes will be given for the best results produced 
with our apparatus, our paper, or our lantern plates—as 
the case may be—and the limit of time when competitors 
may send in is limited to a certain date. So far, so gocd. 
They then advertise this informa'ion, and also manage 
to get news of it inserted in the literary columns of the 
papers dealing with the subject. This is business, and 
the result is large sales of their goods with the anticipa- 
tion of winning a prize; but instead of awarding the 
prizes at the date stated, it is now a very common 

practice to extend the time. Instead of awarding the 
: prizes and starting another competition and offering 
; new prizes, another circular is issued, advertisements are 
| inserted, and editors are asked to announce the fact 

that the competition haz for certain reasons been 
extended until the —— day of , the periods ranging 
from one to three months as the case may be. By this 
arrangement one set of prizes does for practically two 
competitions. Now, how does the competitor himself ! P . 

Ditin Giai-"F Wataly sensived ‘by pose wm cleculay-from | fare? He hurried up on the first announcement, bought 
his goods, did the best he could under the weather con- 

: ditions, and sent in hie results, and was one, so to speak, 
of x competitors. But owing to the extension and 
consequent sales he finally becomes one of 4x competitors, 
so his chances of a prize are very much leas. 
To put it plainly, he has been swindled. Personally, I 
have been thus had on three occasions, but it will be the 
last; and whereas during the past few years I estimate 
my photographic expenditure at £17 per annum, I shall 
in future curtail it at least 50 per cent., and cease having 
anything to do with firms which advertise competitions, 
unless I find that they can keep their word. Perhaps 
other competitors will see matters in the light I do. 

Yours truly, 
£17 PER ANNUM ON PHOTO-FADS. 

P.S.—I would like to a?d tbat some firms deal in an 
honest manner, but the wheat requires separating from 
the chaff, 

QE. SS 
RODE women 

Beles and Queries. 9° 

ARG” 

Jas. Spence writes :—‘'I see from the papers that a 
Chicago gentleman has invented a new illuminant. He 
hermetically seals cestain chemicals in a glass globe, 
which ever afterwards produces a light of 100 candles. 
Can you give particulars of the chemicals required?” 
Ans.— We also saw this announcement in the papers, but 
it was stated to give only 30 c.p. We are unable to 
supply any particulars. 
Gauge.—Do not use your ordinary gauge with an 

adapter, as suggested, for both oxygen and hydrogen. 
One that can be so used was some years ago brought out 
by Messrs. A. Clarkson & Co. The gas does not enter 
this one, which is filled with soft soap or some eimilar 
substance. 

E. H. Stevenson.—Thanks for letter. We shall look 
forward to further details of your travels in Australia. 

B. R. E.—No. 1 you can obtain from Mr. R. R. Beard, 
No. 2 from Messrs. Newton & Co. No. 3 is not now 
made, but perhaps an advertisement may procure one 
second-hand. Nos. 4 and 5, sorry we cannot assist you. 

D. Farquhar.—The double lantern with sliding light is 
used by some for alternating animated pictures and 
ordinary slides. 1f, however, you are to employ the 
electric light you will find that it must be kept steady, 
hence pushing it from side to side will not be conducive 
to the smoothness of an entertainment. 

Condenser.—The patent did not, as you suppose, 
embrace the idea of having three lenses to form the con- 
denser, but merely the particular catch by means of 
which the brass tubes or flanges holding the lenses were 
attached to one another. 

A. Gunn.—We regret we did not have the pleasure of 
meeting you ere you left, 
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The PRACTICAL 

Junior Photographer 
For Amateur and Professional. 

PLENTY OF PICTURES. 

Every Month : 3d. 

PERCY LUND, HUMPHRIES & CO., LTD., 
AMEN CORNER, E.C, 

THE 

SMALLEST 

ACETYLENE 

GENERATOR 

TAKING 

THE 
LARGEST 

SUPPLY 

Try all other Makes and 
you'll decide to stick to 

TYLAR’S 

“Dreadnaught.” 
No SMELL. No TROUBLE. 

ABSOLUTELY AUTOMATIC. 

Complete for Lantern, 

#2 2s. 

OYERMAKE 
OF 
GAS, 

Of all dealers, or direct from 

W. TYLAR, 41, High Street, 
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM. 

Sole agent for Dreadnaught and Carbide of 
Calcium, wholesale and retail, 

J.B. LAPHEN, 37, Mary St., Dublin. 

ENGLAND| 

IRELAND | 

DARLINGTON’S HANDBOOKS, 
‘Sir Henry Ponsonby is commanded by the 

Queen to thank Mr. Darlington for a copy of his 
handbook.” 

3 ‘Nothing better could be wished for," 
British Weekly. 
‘Far superior to ordinary guides."~London 

Datly Chronicle. 
zs.each. Ill'd. Maps by JOHN BARTHOI.OMEW, F.R.G.S. 
The Isle of Wight. The Channel! Islands. 
The Yale of Llangollen. | The North Wales Coaste 
The Wye Valley. The Severn Yalley. 
Brighton, Eastbourne, Hastings, and St. Leonards. 

Bournemouth and the New Forest. 
Bristol, Bath, Chepstow, and Weston-super-Mare, 
Aberystwith, Towyn, Barmouth, and Dolgelly. 
Malvern, Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester. 
Llandrindod Wells, and the Spas of Mid- Wales. 

3s. 6d. net, 60 Iustrations. 24 Maps and Plans. 
LONDON AND ENYIRONS. 

By E. C. COOK, and E. T. Cook, M.A. 
Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO. London: SIMPKIN & CO. 
PHOTOGRAPHS. — Beautiful Photographs of Scenery, 
Ruins, &c., in Italy, Greece, Turkey, Palestine, and Egypt; 
also North Wales, 1s., 1s. 6d., and 2s. Complete List Post Free. 

DARLINGTON & CO., LLANGOLLEN. 

86, FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY. 
An experience of 35 years, 

E. BAKER, 
DEALER IN 

Optical Lanterns, Dissolving Yiew Apparatus, Lime- 
light Appliances, Jets, Gas, Cylinders, Lantern 

Slides, Photographic Cameras, Dry Plates, &c. 

LISTS FREE, 

J. BONNEVILLE, 
Maker of Limelight Apparatus. 

Blow-through Jets from 7/6, Mixed Jets from 8/6, 

Equal to the Best. 

Repaivs to Lanterns and Cinematographs. 

Wheel cutting for Cinematographs and other purposes. 

208, ST; JOHN STREET, 

CLERKENWELL, E.C. 

Please mention this Journal when corresponding with Advertisers. 
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GREAT BROWNIE 

PRIZE COMPETITION. 

50 Valuable Prizes : 
‘AMOUNTING TO THE BROWNIE KODAK 

PRICE O / — ONLY. 
S F e _ For roll film pictures 

27 X 27 ins. 

FOR BROWNIE KODAK PRINTS. 

The Competition is open to all members of the BROWNIE KODAK 
CLUB. Any boy or girl under 16 years of age who is a user of 

The BROWNIE KODAK 
can become a member of this Club, without expense, by filling up 
and forwarding the following form :— 

THE SECRETARY, 

‘BROWNIE KODAK CLUB, . 

Dear Sir, 43 Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

1 am the owner of a Brownie Kodak, and am desirous of becoming 

a member of the Brownie Kodak Club. My age is............ years, 
Yours truly, 

(Give wane NINE: sc vseas cuanscacsveveutewerwunvingisdaddadesatvespedsiedaevesees edeeeaese 
and address 

here.) SL BMGIN Ovsieiaessnasnacapereuasecatecsnseaseacsstiwedel cesaeuays 

Similar forms to the above and full particulars of the advantages of the Brownie 
Kodak Club can be obtained 

OF ANY PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALER. 

KO DAK, Ltd.,.43 Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.C. 
Wholesale aad Retail Branches: 96 Boid Street, LIVERPOOL, & 72-74 Buchanan Street, GLASGOW. 

Retail Branches: 59 Brompton Rd., London, S.W.; 60 Cheapside, London, E.C.; 115 Oxford St., London, W. 
and 171-173 Regent Street, London, W. 

Paris: Eastman Kopak Société Anonyme Francaise, Avenue de l'Opéra 5. Place Vendéme 4. 
Beri: Kopak Gesellschaft, m.b. H., Friedrich Strasse 16, Friedrich Strasse 191. 
Brussets: Kopax, Lrp., Rue du Fossé aux Loups 36. . Vienna: Konak, Ltp., Graben 2g. . 
Sr. PETeRsBuRG: Kopax, Ltp., Bolschaja Konjuschennaja 1, Moscow: Kopak, Lrp., Petrovka, Dom Michalkoff. 
MELBOURNE: Kopak, L1D., 284 Collins Street. RocuEsTerR, New York, Eastman Kodak Co. 
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